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In this paper it is shown that the prisr~ eve: cyclically 4-connect simple 3-polytopes ndmit 
Hamiltonian circuits. It is also shown that if P is a simple 3-polytopc all of whose faces are 
polygons with six sides or less than the prism over P admits a Hamiltonian circuit. 

1. Mroduction 

It is well-known (see for example [ 1, 5, 91) that there are simple 3-polytopes 
which do not admit Hamiltonian circuits. But it is suggested in [4] that, for d 2 4, 
every simple d-polytope has a Hamiltohian circuit. This conjecture is still uqresol- 
ved even in the case of prisms over simple 3-polytopes. It is shown in [7] that, for 
any 3-polytope P, the k-fold prism (k 3 2) over P has a Hamiltonian circuit. The 
authors a;so prove that if the faces of the simple 3-polytope EF’ are 4colourable 
then the prism over P has a Hamiltonian circuit. 

Since the completion of this work, the four colour theorem has, in fact, been 
estabsshed and therefore, as mentioned above, all simple 4-Amensional prisms 
admit Hamiltonian circuits. This is a stronger result than tt:e onrts provctd in t4iis 
article, though the latter may still retain some significance because of the 
techniques employed, in fact, we obtain these results using Tutte’s irnpc ctant 
theory of bridges in planar graphs. Though it seems that this theory is very 
fundamental in the study of planar graphs, only one application of it can ibe found 
in the literature, Tutte’s proof that 4-connected planar graphs aldmit Hamiltonian 
circuits. We show that if P is a simple cyciically 4-connected 3-polytope then the 
prism over P admits a Hamiltonian circuit. For such a polytope P, each face is an 
n-gon with n 24. The second result is ccncerned with simple j-polytopes all of 
whose faces are n-gons with n 6.6. It seems likely that such polytopes admit 
Hamiltonian circuits. Here we show that the prisms over these polytolz s have 
Hamiltonian circuits. 

ut the work we shall use the n&tion of [4]. Let G be a 
of G. which no edges 



(ii) if B is a bridge of T in G then w(B) G 3 ; and 
L 

(iii} if B is a btidge of T in G w&ck meets either of the two faces containing E,, 
then w(B)< 2. 

A circuit T in G that has the ahove properties will be called a Turte circuit 
We shall t ‘so use the following result of Stein& [S]. 

Theorem 2 I’he graph G is the graph of Q 3-polytope if and only if G is planar 
and 3-connCLeed. 

In fact we sh$l not usually distinguish between the polytope and its graph. 
The priim over a graph G, is a graph c(G), formed by taking two disjoint 

copies tif G and adding the tieticuT edges, that is the edges connecting a vertex of 
G to the same vertex in the second copy of G. 

3. Gntphs of @me 5 

An S-circuit is a graph consisting of a circuit C=={a,, a2, . . . , a,} together with 
a family of disjoint paths {PJ such that each Pi has exactly one end vertex on C 
and no other vertex of Pi belongs to C (Fig. 1). An S-circuit is even if C is an 
even circuit. A connected graph G is of type S iC its vertices are of clegrce not 
greater than 3, it has a family of disjoint eve.9 S-circuits and a family of disjoint 
paths, such that the two end vertices tif each path belo,:g to two distinct circuits of 
the S-circuits, and no aher %rtex of the path belongs to ax? S-circuit. 
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Fig. 1. An S circuit 

Pmof. Let C = {cl. c2., . . . , cZk) be an even circuit. Let C’ ={c{, cl,, . . . , c&J be 
another copy of C. In the prism over C, H ={c,, c;, c;, c2, . . . , c;,, czk} is a 
Hamiltonian circuit that uses all vertical edges. If P, =(a 1, a2, . . . , a,} is a path, 
and a, = q, then in the prism over the S-circuit C U Pi, {I-f\(cj, c#_J 

{ q. a2, . . . , a:,, al,, . . . , al,, ci) is a Hamiltonian circuit. Continuing in this fashion 
we see that if G is an even S-circuit then P(G) admits a IIamilto-?ian circuit that 
uses all vertical edges at the vertices of degree 2 of C. If G is of type S, we first 
remove all pz chs that connect distinct S-circuits of G, obtaining a family of 
disjoint even S-circuits. ?n the prism over each oue of them we construct a 
Hamiitonian circuit of the type described abo*re. For every path P = 

Cb,, b,, . . . , bk} that has been removed, we have b, E S, bk E S’ for two of the even 
S-circuits with S n S’ = 8, and P has no other vertices in common with any of the 
S-circui s. We remove the vertical edges (b,, b’,) and (b,, &) from the Hamilto- 
nian circuits in t”re prisms over S and S’, irrtroduce the paths (b,, b2, . . . . b,) and 
(b’l, b;, . . . , bi) and obtain a Hamiltonian circuit in the prism over S U S’ U P. 
Obviously, the same process can be repeated for all other p.jths thus obtaining a 
Hamiltonian circuit in P(G). 

4. Prisms over cydic&y 4wmnected 39polytopes 

A simple 3-polytope is called cyclicully k-connected if its graph cannot be 
broken into two separate parts, each containing a circuit, by the removal of fewer 

than k edges (Griinbaum [4, p. 3651). 

Lemma 4.1. If G is a cyclically 4-connected polytope am$ 7 is a Tut/e circuit in G 

then all bridges of T in G are u’egenerate or simple. 

Proof. Since tht,: removal of the ;%.ttachment vertices 01 a bridge B would 

disconnect G unless the nucleus of B is empty, there u-e no bridges with 
w(B) = 1. If w(B) = 2, since G is 3-connected its nucltu> must be empty. If 
w(I3) = 3, let El, I$, E, be the three edges of B that contain ‘.he three attachment 
vertices. The removal of these edges from G breaks G ntc:, r.wo parts, one 
containing the circuit T and he other, the nucleus of B. S nctz G is cubic. the 



T&~keti 4,s. The prism over any cyclically bconnected, 3-polytope G admits a 
Hamibniun tircuit. 

Prm~& By Lemma 3,1, it suffices to show that G admits a spanning subgraph of 
type S Let T be a Tutte circuit for G. By Ikmma 4.1, all bridges of T in G a-e 
degenerate or sirkrple. Assume &st that %A~ is. i?ven-. Since every vertex of G \ T :s 
the ziucleu\s o semi: kMge of T, b$ remtiving two of the etiges inciderrt with it we 
obtain in G a spmning s&q&h which iis an even S-circuit. ‘Thus we may assume 
that T is odd. 

CGnsider ntiw al.l no, I-degenerate&ridges k$ T (there must be sue! bridges since 
the number of vertices of 6? :is even). Each non-de&nerate bridge is simple. The 
three attachment verticeti ,of such a bridge determine six arcson T. Obviously, at 
least one of the arti is of even length. &qune tF.at Z+,, with nucleus uO and 
attachment vertices -fG& :tib, &} deke&$n& an evkti‘ arc af niax:nr&l length i+rnong 
alI bridges of T iti G $%g. 2). Without lk’of gene&y, we may assume that the 
arc A,=(ad-ho-- cb) @ig; 2) is the: longest evefi arc. Xf J? is another simple bridge 
of T with nucleus’ “x0, &at has an attachme,lt vertex on Ao, we delete from G the 
two other edges iiicident with .x0. If’ G c&es not con&n any additional non- 
degenerate bridges, it is e&Iy seen that 1 T has a spanning even S-circuit based on 
the circuit A& 4 (a*, zto, co- hod a& We ?ienote the even S-circuit based on At, 
with the edges (n,, y), y E AO, by SO. Consider now all other non-degenerate 
bridges of ‘T in G. Obviously, each such bridgti must have its three vertice!< of 
attachment on 'I'\ Ad. Let 3,, with nucleus q and attachment vertices {a,, b,, c,} 
be a bridge that determines a longest even arc among these bridges. Because of 
the maximality of Ao, Al = (a, - b, - cl) must be an even arc (Fig. 2). The circuit 
A’, = (a, - bI - cI - v,) 1s even and disjoint from S,. Again, for every vertex X’ of 
G \ (TjJ S& that has a vertex y E A’, such that (x’, y) is an edge in G, we remove 
from G the two other edges incident with ;x’ to form an S-circuit S1. If theri are 
additional vertices in G, each one of them is the nucleus of h simple bridge. ne 

Fig. 2 
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three vertices of attachment of such a bridge musi be!ong to a connected 
component of T\ (A .!.J A,), and the arc determined by them on this component 
must be even. Thus, the process described above can be continued until ail 
vertices of G are accounted for. The even S-circuits (Si] are disjoint. The:+e 
S-circuits together with the paths T\U Ai span G. Therefore G has a spannkg 

subgraph of type S, as required. 

5. IPrisms over smalii polytopes 

A simple 3-polytope will be called a small polytope if none of its faces have 
more than six sides. We shall use the following result of Ewald [2]. 

Tkorem 5.1. If G is the graph of a small polytope and J is a longest circuit in S 

then J contains a vertex of every face of G. 

Lennma 5.2, If G is the graph of a small poly tope which has a triangular face 

G admits a circuit of even length which contailzs a vertex of every face of G. 
then 

PIYDO& Assume that vl, v2, v, are the vertices of a triangular face 3’ of G. For 
i = 1, 2,-3 let wi be the vertex of G adjacent to Vi which does not belong to F. Let 
J be a longest circuit in G, then hy Theorem 5.1, we may assume that P1 = 
(w,, v;, v2, v3, $ is a subpath of J. If J is of even length there is nothinb to 

prove. Otherwke it is clear that replacing P1 by (w,, vl, v3, w,) will give us the 
required circuit. 

Le-la 5.3. If G is the graph of a small polytope which has a pentagonal face then 

G admits an even circuit which containo a vertex of every face of G. 

Proof. Let J be a longest circuit in G, which we may assume to be of odd length. 
Let F be a pentagonal face of G with vertices vl, v2, v3, v4, vs and let Wi be the 
vertex of G adjacent to vi with Wig F for 1 -. -K i s 5. Also let Fi be the face of G 

wi.th P;‘i n F== (Vi, TJi+l) for 1 s i S 5, where v6 = V, (Fig. 3). 
If J intersects F in a single component then this component must have length 3 

or 4 because of the maximality of J. Assume that the component has length 4 and 

that (w,, vl, v2, v:, I_I~, v5, w,) is a subpath of J. Note that (v,, u,) f J n F2 and 

(v,, v,) f .I n F3 since J is maximal. Thus if we replace the path ( ul, II?,, . . . , u5) by 
the edge (v,, u,) in J we get a circuit of even length which contains a vertex of 
every face, since F2. F3 have vertices other than u2, Q, u4 on J. Similarly. we can 

deal with th 3 case there the length of the componenr is 3. 
So we now assume that .B intersects F in two components and that one of them 

is (v,, pl?). Let the other component be J,, w ich is of length either 1 or 2. Now if 
J intersects & in a single componenl J2 then J, is of length at least 3 and by the 



from Lemma 3.1. 
If the pdytope &as only quadrilateral or hexagona!, fac& thka we. -kn_ow by [3] 

that it admits a HamiXt~nian”circuit. Clearly the.&: the prism .pver the palytbpe will 
alsa have a Hamiftonian circuiL 

_” _*, r- . 
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